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1.If a hospital staff member has a violation due to willful neglect and the violation is not corrected, which of
the following is the amount of the fine?
A.$5,000
B.$10,000
C.$25,000 per violation with an annual maximum of $250,000
D.$50,000 per violation with an annual maximum of $1.5 million
Answer:D
2.A vendor sees a password posted on a note while troubleshooting an issue on a wireless card. Which of
the following is required to be in compliance with HIPAA?
A.Report this violation to the CDC.
B.Remove and shred the passworD.
C.Write down the password and remember it for future use to access the system.
D.Contact the manager of the unit and give the note to them.
Answer:D
3.When a covered entity has an authorized request to release PHI, the entity should generally release:
A.the information determined by the hospital’s own internal policy.
B.only the Legal Health RecorD.
C.the minimum necessary to achieve the goal.
D.the entire patient medical record to ensure complete datA.
Answer:C
4.Under HIPAA, a covered entity is defined as which of the following?
A.Health plan with fewer than 50 participants and is self-administered
B.Health plan that only offers Nursing Home fixed-indemnity policies
C.Health care provider who uses paper records
D.Health care provider who uses electronic transactions
Answer:D
5.Original paper records used to create an electronic record (e.g. hard copy of public comments or
correspondence that is scanned) can be disposed after which of the following?
A.Five years have passed after the document has been migrated to the electronic format.
B.Verification of electronic record copy is maintained.
C.The original record must always be maintained in a secure offsite storage unit.
D.Fifteen years from last recorded use.
Answer:B
6.Record retention on a federal level is BEST summarized by which of the following?
A.HITECH
B.NIST
C.HHS
D.HIPAA
Answer:D
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7.Which of the following government entities is responsible for enforcing HIPAA?
A.Office for Civil Rights
B.Health and Human Services
C.Office of the National Coordinator
D.National Institute of Standards and Technology
Answer:A
8.A patient is about to be administered an anesthetic prior to a surgical procedure. The patient must sign a
document acknowledging the risks involved with anesthesia. Which of the following would define this
agreement?
A.Business Associate Agreement
B.Memorandum of Understanding
C.Service Level Agreement
D.Waiver of Liability
Answer:D
9.Which of the following is a HIPAA requirement?
A.Tokens
B.Two-factor authentication
C.Timed lock-out
D.Biometrics
Answer:C
10.Which of the following roles would require access to clinical data?
A.Implementation Manager
B.Project Manager
C.Practice Administrator
D.Network Administrator
Answer:C
11.When entering in an imaging room, which of the following items should a technician leave outside?
A.Athletic shoes
B.Glasses
C.Car keys
D.ID badge
Answer:C
12.In which of the following rooms would a technician be required to wear scrubs or a cover gown?
A.Emergency room
B.Imaging room
C.Consult room
D.Recovery room
Answer:D
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13.Which of the following methods is acceptable for transmitting PHI?
A.Instant message
B.FTP
C.Voice over IP
D.Encrypted email
Answer:D
14.Hospitals and Private Practices have which of the following in common?
A.Only use third party providers
B.Only use CMS providers
C.Same percentages of compliance requirements
D.Clinicians require board certification
Answer:D
15.Which of the following is a best practice for keeping information in a medical office protected from
other patients’ view?
A.Screen protectors
B.Print and store the file
C.Screen-less signature pads
D.Monitor placement
Answer:A
16.A contractor is hired to work in a Medical Practice. Which of the following MUST the contractor sign in
order to work in this environment?
A.Business Associate Agreement
B.Non-Disclosure Agreement
C.Contractor Agreement
D.Service Level Agreement
Answer:A
17.The physician cannot save any new files to the EHR/EMR system. Which of the following is MOST
likely the cause?
A.HL7 protocol error.
B.Data storage has reached capacity.
C.The clearinghouse is rejecting the datA.
D.Loss of Internet connectivity.
Answer:B
18.A technician turns on a PC and does not hear any beeps. The PC powers on, but nothing displays on
the monitor screen. The monitor is plugged in and does turn on. Which of the following should the
technician check FIRST?
A.Ensure the PCI card is correctly installeD.
B.Ensure the power supply is not faulty.
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C.Ensure the video card is correctly installeD.
D.Ensure the RAM is correctly installeD.
Answer:C
19.A technician is receiving the error “NTLDR is missing”. Which of the following files has been corrupted?
A.Config.sys
B.Boot.ini
C.Pagefile.sys
D.IO.sys
Answer:B
20.Which of the following should be installed when a vendor releases an update for a specific critical
issue?
A.Hot fix
B.Roll-up
C.Upgrade
D.Patch
Answer:A
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